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The Pole Fishing team journeys to the picturesque Woodside 
Fishery and enjoys two very special days’ sport!
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Woodside FisheryWoodside Fishery is an 
established fishing 
complex set within the 
beautiful rolling hills 
and pasture lands of the 

south Shropshire countryside. There are 
three pools available to the pleasure and 
match angler alike, all offering superb 
day-ticket fishing. The pools are heavily 
stocked with a variety of coarse fish, 
including, most predominantly, carp and 
tench, with large numbers of roach, rudd, 
bream, perch and chub. 

Accommodation is also available on site, 
in the shape of four log cabins. These are 
fully self-catering and offer spacious and 
comfortable accommodation for up to 
eight adults with all modern facilities, off-
road parking and a dedicated picnic area. 

The pools and cabins are co-owned 
by Peter Hughes and his brother David. 
Together, they have taken great care and 
effort to create a very natural setting in 
which anglers, young and old, can come 
and enjoy themselves, irrespective of 
whether or not they catch fish all year 
round. 

With Island Pool boasting a good head 
of carp, F1s and mixed silver fish, sport 
is prolific and match weights in excess of 
100lb are commonplace. It is a similar 
story on Woodside and Charles Pool, while 
House Pool offer an altogether more 
intimate experience. It is a bite a chuck 
on here, with skimmers, tench, roach and 
carp making for a busy day’s fishing.

For more information, be sure to check 
out the fishery’s excellent website, www.
woodsidefishery.co.uk, where full details 
about everything that is on offer are 
available.

Island Pool

House Pool

VENUE FILE

Woodside Fishery
Location: Woodside 
Fishery, Cleobury Mortimer, 
Kidderminster, Worcestershire
day tickets: £7; concessions £5
Contact: 01299 270565; 
mobile: 07968 111415
Website: www.woodsidefishery.
co.uk
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Charlie’s Pool

The Pole Fishing Team On Test

Woodside 
Pool

Wonderland!Woodside commErcIaL  
skILLs schooL

Cleobury MortiMer, KidderMinster, WorCestershire dy14 0bu
tel: 01299 270565/07968 111415 email: woodside.bungalow@btinternet.com

Four superb day-ticket pools for 
pleasure and match fishing

heavily stocked with carp and tench, 
plus roach, rudd, bream, perch and chub

established fishery set within the 
beautiful shropshire countryside
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POLEFISHINGMAGAZINE.COMOn Test: Maver 16m Elite Carp Series 4

matt Godfrey gets down and dirty with the 
latest all-round mace from Maver!

Elite

On the first six drop-
ins of my session 
at Woodside, 
I caught six 
different species. 

I love mixed commercial fishing 
and, sat on House Pool, I was 
in my element. It’s amazing 
just how much weight you can 
amass in a short space of time 
catching different species on commercials 
and, in a three-hour stint, I was hoping that 
I could beat Tom Scholey’s carp assault!

I set out with two swims on the spot that 
was around four feet deep. The first was at 
six metres, where I planned to feed small 
balls of mushy pellets containing chopped 
worms, casters and dead maggots. I then 
had two pints of casters that I fed between 
13 and 14.5 metres in the hope of catching 
shallow later in the session!

Kicking off with just a golf-ball amount of 
my mush, I was into fish instantly. First drop 
saw several yards of my No6 elastic shudder 
out of the pole, before an irate roach 
pushing 1lb came thrashing to the landing 
net. Next drop-in with the same worm-head 
hook bait resulted in an 8oz perch, before I 
nearly had the pole ripped out of my hands 
by an angry common carp of around 3lb!

Every drop-in I introduced just a walnut-
sized ball of the mush via a Cad Pot. Many 
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anglers opt to loose feed on a swim like 
this but, with so many fish competing, I 
often feel you can pin them down and get 
very quick bites by feeding small balls.

My rig was dead simple, consisting of a 
4x12 PB Silver 6 float shotted with a bulk 
14 inches from the hook and two No10 
droppers below, the last just above my 4in 
hooklength.

As the session progressed, this swim 
grew stronger and stronger, 
to the point that I was feeding 
a small nugget after every five 
fish. This seemed to create 
more competition and really 
tease the fish onto the hook. 
I enjoyed catching runs of 
skimmers, with an occasional 
tench, some rudd, and even four 
different species of cute little 
stockie carp!

However, it was in my itinerary 
to give the pole a workout at a 

longer length and after blasting in casters at 
14.5 metres I was soon into more big roach 
and another chunky carp! I fished here 
with a 6in length of line between float and 
pole tip to help me hit the fast dips from 
the big, shrewd roach; the pole’s stiffness 
and response helped massively in this 
department!

At the end of the session, it’s fair to say 
that I was absolutely flying, shipping in 
a quality fish every drop-in! I had heard 
splashing from Mr Scholey on the lake 
behind and when he lifted out a net of carp 
very close to 60lb, I knew that it was going 
to be very close. Nevertheless, I struggled to 
lift out a very similar weight of fish and Tom 
was quick to call the result a draw! However, 
given the fact that my bag was much harder 
earned, containing nine species and more 
than 150 fish, surely that edges the verdict 
my way?

Maver 16M eLite Carp series 4
package: 16m pole plus seven Powerlite Slotted 
Power Kits, Mini Extension, cupping kit and cups, 
Deluxe holdall and DVDs
Features: High-tensile 850-grade carbon, grey 
Suncore finish, 4MAT Technology, SVER Resin, Teflon 
joints, Magic Steps, Nanolith
rrp: £2,650
spares: Powerlite Slotted Power Kit £79.99, Elite 
Fighting No5 £79.99, Elite Fighting No6 £84.99, 
Elite Fighting No7 £89.99
Web: www.mavermatch.co.uk
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Eight different 
species of fish 
for nearly 60lb!

For even the most demanding anglers out 
there, the Elite Carp Series 4 is truly made 
to last, and sections that take the most wear 
and tear by far – No3 to No6 – all feature 
Maver’s exclusive Teflon joints, meaning 
they never stick and are built to last.

I had to get appreciation of how the pole 
performed at 13m and 14.5m lengths too. 
Fishing shallow with casters for all kinds of 
species, I was amazed by this pole. It’s ultra-
stiff and has a great response but beneath 
that finesse feel remains the reassuring 
sense of strength. If you’re in the market for 
an all-round tool, make sure you give this 
pole a waggle! 

Experience…

Producing a pole that does 
everything is easier said than 
done. However, it’s a demand 
that match and pleasure anglers 
alike pin on renowned pole 

manufacturers such as Maver. Although the 
Elite Carp Series 4 may contain that four 
-letter ‘C’ word that rhymes with harp, I can 
assure you that there’s more to this pole 
than meets the eye! 

When I unpacked it at Woodside Fishery, 
I couldn’t wait to get fishing. Only a few 
weeks earlier I was lucky enough to get my 
first experience of the pole, when I joined 
England international Callum Dicks on 
a feature. Although I was only fishing at 
13 metres, I was astonished at the pole’s 
stiffness and couldn’t wait to give it a whizz.

Setting up on House Pool, I quickly 
assembled the pole at full length. Despite 
expecting an element of droop at the 
16m maximum length, I was astounded! It 
remained ultra-stiff, was very light, and also 
noticeably thin.

Still, I was keen to assess the strength on 
the sections and without feeling overly thick 
and heavy, the joints where elbow damage is 
likely all remained solid. Maver’s experience 
in pole-making means that it’s involved with 
up-to-the-minute technology and strength is 
maintained throughout this pole thanks to 
Super Vibration Epoxy Resin and Nanolith 
Technology.  

Fishing the pole at shorter lengths, it was 
nothing less than stunning! I chose to target 
my main swim just six metres out, where 
roach, bream, tench and an occasional carp 
gave the pole a real speedy workout! Those 
of you who know me will realise that I’m 
quite a ‘rushy’ angler, and from a speed 
fishing point of view the Elite Carp is one 
of the most comfortable poles that I’ve 
ever fished with for this kind of technique! 
The slim profile combined with strength 
and a smooth Sun Core easy-ship finish is a 
winning formula!

I particularly like the Powerlight kits that 
come with the pole. There’s no denying 
that old-fashioned power kits used to give 
any pole the droop factor. However, with 
commercials in mind, anglers are often 
looking for that extra strength that match 
kits lack. The Powerlight kits really hit 
this spot and, despite taking up to a No20 
elastic, they have no hindrance on the pole’s 
performance. They are reinforced and 
banded with PTFE side puller slots in place 
and also come pre-bushed!

Employing his catch-everything assault, can Pole Fishing’s 
rust-topped torment prove that quantity can beat quality? This 
month’s duel begins!

Mixed-Bag Magic!

Light lines, but a big hook helps 
hit bites from commercial silvers.

Some angry little carp gave the pole 
a good test, especially with light gear!

Small balls of groundbait with worms, 
casters and maggots worked amazingly well!

A worm head was the best hook bait by far.

The pole gave top-
class performance 
at longer lengths!

Worms catch all sorts of 
species – this cute tench 
took a liking to them!

Matt loved the silver 
action at Woodside!

The

Nick the worm on and nip off the length you want!
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POLEFISHINGMAGAZINE.COMOn Test: Drennan 16m Acolyte Carp 

Tom Scholey takes to the bank with the new Drennan Acolyte 
Carp, one of the most anticipated pole releases of 2014!

Although it isn’t a tactic that 
I get to practise as much 
as I would like, I do really 
enjoy shallow fishing for 
carp, especially when I have 

an island to go at! The reason I enjoy it 
so much is because, if you feed regularly, 
you can often bring the fish away from the 
island and really clatter them. However, 
if you get it wrong, the fish will sit by the 
island all day, meaning you have to work 
extra hard to catch them. It’s almost like 
angling’s equivalent of tug-of-war!

My plan was to start by pinging 8mm 
pellets up against the island at 18 metres 
and feed 6mm pellets heavier at 16 metres. 
This way, I could hopefully pick a few fish 
that live against the island by swinging a rig 
right up to the undergrowth, while building 
up a shallow line. Then, later, hopefully 
switch to my 6mm pellet line and empty it!

My plan couldn’t have worked any 
better and after taking a few big F1s on my 
swinging rig, I found myself dropping on 
my 16m shallow swim. Several good fish 
came in quick succession from here and 
it was apparent that, with the fish being in 
such an obliging mood, there would be no 
need to go as far as the island to keep them 
coming. 

As is always the case with shallow fishing, 
regular feeding was the key to getting bites 
quickly. Feeding while I was playing a fish, 
then again before I shipped out, invariably 
meant that when I got out and slapped my 
rig on the water, a fish would be hooked 
almost instantly.

Tom Scholey tackles Woodside Fishery’s Island Pool with 
one of his favourite carp fishing approaches.

I have a rule of thumb for shallow 
fishing – if I am catching carp I have my 
bulk under the float; if I am catching F1s I 
have my bulk at the top of my hooklength. 
This was one of the rare occasions when I 
caught both and it almost seemed like they 
were taking it in turns to take my bait! This 
threw my little system into disarray and I 
ended up stringing my rig out as a sort of 
compromise!

Interestingly, whatever shotting pattern I 
used, the fish weren’t pulling my elastic out. 
I had to strike at each little dink and the 
culprit was generally hooked in the top lip. 

After just three hours’ fishing, I pulled 
my net out to reveal close to 60lb of golden 
friends staring back at me. With my auburn-
topped apprentice fishing a different pool 
on the day, this looked to be similar to the 
weight that he caught, so we decided to call 
it a draw. One thing’s for sure, though, if 
you live in the West Midlands, Woodside 
Fishery is well worth a visit!
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Shallow 
Slaughter!

If one company has a deserved 
reputation for putting a lot of 
thought into its products, it’s 
Drennan. I remember having a 
conversation with company boss 

Peter Drennan some years ago, when he 
explained his company’s philosophy when 
it comes to product development. He said 
that he would rather spend months or years 
getting a product absolutely perfect than 
release a substandard piece of kit quickly 
just to compete with an item released by 
another company. Given his company’s 
reputation for producing really good-
quality gear (and profitability), few can 
argue with his approach.

Former Pole Fishing editor Jon Arthur 
was one of the first people to get his hands 
on a prototype version of the Acolyte Carp 
while he was still working for this magazine, 
soon after he got his flagship Drennan 
Acolyte. Now I know from experience that 
you will not find a more difficult man to 
please than Jon, so with him having a hand 
in the package, I was expecting something 
very special.   

Some weeks before this test, I was invited 
to a press morning at Meadowlands Fishery 
near Coventry and was given a guided tour 
of the pole by Jon himself. Before the talk 
began, I was given a four-page ‘pack’ that 
explained the pole and its features; a clear 
indication as to just how much thought 
Drennan had put into it.

TEch spEc

aCoLyte Carp
package: Available in 13m, 14.5m and 16m 
packages including: Four Carp top-two kits, two 
double top-two kits, cupping top-t4wo kits, two 
reversible mini extensions, Drennan Match holdall, 
four Skid Bungs, Polemaster pole pot, 30 PTFE 
bushes, EVA nose cones, spare cupping-kit adaptor, 
Extractor rod, six Roller Cones, Side Pull Beads, Visi 
Case
spares: Carp top-two kit £79, double top-two kit 
£79, 16m extension £300, No3 kit £89
rrp: 13m £995; 14.5m £1,295; 16m £1,495
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Feel

A hectic three-hour stint put the pole through its paces!

Pinging pellets at 16 metres was the best tactic, and the fish were quick to bolt around the island.

The standout feature for me was the 
Side Pull Roller System. This is one of the 
cleverest pole fishing innovations that I 
have seen in a long time. It basically takes 
in a bung with a roller built into it that can 
only go up the pole as far as the slot built 
into the side of the top kit. The result is a 
system that allows all the advantages of an 
integrated ‘roller puller’ that is also fully 
removable. 

I also really like the idea of the ‘double 
top two’, which gives you all the fish-playing 
advantages of a short top kit, without losing 
any length.

Truth be told, this is just one of a host of 
very impressive and unique features that 
the pole is supplied with. Indeed, there is a 
zip-up pouch full of bungs, skid bungs and 
30 PTFE bushes to allow you to configure 
your setup to suit your exact requirements.

So what of the performance of the 
pole? Well, before I go into this, I think 
it is important to look at what Drennan 
claims it to be, and that’s a dedicated carp 
(power) pole. It is available at 13, 14.5 
and 16 metres and is fully interchangeable 
with its more expensive flagship sibling, 
the Drennan Acolyte. This makes it a great 
second pole for anyone with an Acolyte 
and, of course, an outstanding power pole 
in its own right.

Taking it out of its holdall, the first 
thing that struck me was the strength and 
thickness of the section walls. This is a 

this is how strong it is, and boy did I have 
a workout in store for it! With a snaggy 
island to go at, I started fishing a full 16 
metres, swinging a rig up to the edge of 
the cover. Several angry commons were 
my reward and, with my roller placed at an 
angle, I had to literally drag the fish away 
from the cover. This involved heaving with 
all my might, bottoming the elastic out 
and pulling the fish into open water. They 
didn’t give up easily and I must admit that 
several times I found myself pulling as hard 
as I could; the pole never felt like it might 
let me down.

Soon, by regular feeding I was able to 
draw the fish back towards me, so removed 
the 16m and then the 14.5m sections. At 
these shorter lengths the pole felt great and 
I soon had the fish queuing up here. Again, 
though, despite the carp’s best efforts, the 
Acolyte Carp proved unbreakable!

All in all, I couldn’t be more impressed 
with the level of thought that Drennan 
has put into what is a great power pole. 
Expect to see lots of these over the next few 
months.
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Hard 
8mms sort 
out carp 
from F1s.

substantial piece of kit and even a firm 
Yorkshire squeeze couldn’t instigate the 
slightest bit of movement in the sections. 
At 13 metres, with one of the Carp top-two 
kits loaded with Drennan’s Pink Bungee, 
the pole felt nice. As expected, when the 
14.5 and 16m sections were added the 
weight increased significantly and stiffness 
was slightly impaired, but it was still very 
manageable and performed well for a 
dedicated carp pole. 

Of course, the acid test of any pole like 

The Side Pull Roller System gives you 
ultimate elastic performence.

There was no lack of pulling on Tom’s part, but 
the pole handled everything he threw at it!

The Power!


